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The context and challenge



De-funding public higher education



Increasing enrollment

Source: Trends in higher education. https://trends.collegeboard.org/college-pricing/figures-
tables/ten-year-percentage-increase-total-public-enrollment-state



Decline of the humanities:

share of bachelor’s degrees

awarded



• Interdisciplinary social science and humanities, studying the 
relationship of science and technology to society, culture, 
and politics

• Our department includes anthropologists, sociologists, 
philosophers, historians

• Development of scientific knowledge and emerging 
technologies as a social product

• We study institutions, ethics, values, cultural images, 
imaginaries as components of socio-technical systems

The Department of Science, Technology, and Society



STS Scholarship



• Assure support for our department in the ecology of the university
• Prepare students for non-technical roles that are saturated with science and 

technology
• Build a community 

Our goals in building a new undergraduate degree



• Knowledge of science and technology policy domains
• STS conceptual frameworks
• Research skills
• Liberal arts skills: writing, public speaking, critical thinking, 

collaboration
• Transactional expertise in at least one problem area

Our curriculum model - skills



• Students learn concepts and methods while covering 
contemporary research

• They immediately apply these approaches to novel problems 
and data

• Every student engages in individual and collaborative 
research on a contemporary problem

• They make research products for real audiences: scholars 
and broader publics

Our pedagogical style



Example 1: Undergraduate research day



Example 2: Choices and challenges

• We created a new course linked to 
Choices and Challenges

• Students in the course will plan and 
run the forum

• They will meet with the visiting 
panelists

• Prepare “background sessions”

The Choices and Challenges Project, since 
1995, has been running public forums on 
issues of public concern in emerging 
science and technology



• Introductory course
• Core courses are defined by problem areas

• Life Sciences and Society
• Innovation in Context
• Global Science and Technology Policy
• Science, Technology, and Environment

• Collaboration and Public Engagement
• Focus area electives

• Bachelor of Arts option
• Bachelor of Science option

The core



Curriculum Map for BA/BS in Science, Technology and Society 

Nov. 5, 2018 

 STS Core Courses Electives General Ed. 
Requirements Skill Introduction Life Sciences 

and 
Medicine 

Energy and 
Environment 

Innovation 
in Context 

S&T 
Policy 

Collaboration 
and public 
engagement 

Research 
Capstone 

Concepts X X X X X     

Policy Domain  X X X X X  X  

Collaboration   X   X    

Project 
Management 

     X    

Literature 
Review 

     X X   

Data Analysis       X  X 

Depth in a Policy 
Area 

       X  

Work Product 
for Portfolio 

 Research 
Presentation 

Collaborative 
Case Study 

Policy 
Brief 

Policy 
Brief 

Produce 
Public 
Forum; 
Collaborative 
Research 
Project 

Individual 
Research 
paper 
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